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Surface modification by surface-mediated polymerization necessitates control of the grafted polymer
film thicknesses to achieve the desired property changes. Here, a microarray format is used to assess
a range of reaction conditions and formulations rapidly in regards to the film thicknesses achieved and
the polymerization behavior. Monomer formulations initiated by eosin conjugates with varying
concentrations of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), and
1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone (VP) were evaluated. Acrylamide with MDEA or ascorbic acid as a coinitiator was
also investigated. The best formulation was found to be 40 wt% acrylamide with MDEA which yielded
four to eightfold thicker films (maximum polymer thickness increased from 180 nm to 1420 nm) and
generated visible films from fivefold lower eosin surface densities (2.8 versus 14 eosins/mm2) compared
to a corresponding PEGDA formulation. Using a microarray format to assess multiple initiator surface
densities enabled facile identification of a monomer formulation that yields the desired polymer prop-
erties and polymerization behavior across the requisite range of initiator surface densities.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Surface-mediated polymerization is a capable and valuable
method for modifying surface properties for a variety of applica-
tions including improved dispersion of nanoparticles [1,2], gener-
ation of antifouling coatings [3,4], cell encapsulation [5,6], drug
delivery [7], microfluidic device fabrication [8] and biodetection
[9–14]. An important parameter in determining the effectiveness of
almost any surface graft in these applications is film thickness.
Allowing for both spatial and temporal control, photoinitiation of
surface polymerization is particularly advantageous for achieving
the desired surface changes in defined regions [15–18]. Light
intensity and surface density of photoinitiators are readily
manipulated to control the polymerization extent. However,
a critical, frequently overlooked factor is the monomer formulation
itself, which obviously determines the range of thicknesses that are
obtained by changing other factors.

Alternatively to photopolymerization, surface-mediated
polymerizations are also achieved via thermal polymerization
[1,19], atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [13,20],
reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymeri-
zation [14,21], and anionic or cationic polymerization [22,23].
Modifying surface densities of these types of initiating species also
: þ1 303 492 4341.
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allows for control of film properties, but patterning of these
surfaces is less straightforward than in photopolymerizable
systems in which a simple photomask may be employed. Well
known for their living polymerization characteristics, ATRP and
RAFT are widely used for controlled surface modifications;
however, these polymerizations proceed more slowly and tend to
result in thinner films than non-living/controlled radical polymer-
ization systems. Anionic and cationic polymerization can also have
living characteristics, but are sensitive to the presence of water,
a significant limitation in many biological applications.

This article compares the film thicknesses achieved from a range
of eosin surface densities using several aqueous monomer formu-
lations most commonly reported for use with eosin. To assess
a broad range of initiator surface densities simultaneously, eosin is
surface immobilized in a microarray format in which each row of
spots comprises a different initiator surface density. One specific
motivation for the work presented here is to enhance the capabil-
ities of the eosin-based biodetection platform presented by Hansen
et al. [10] in which eosin is coupled to streptavidin, yielding
a species that both participates in biorecognition and initiates
polymerization from the test surface such that the presence of
a polymer film indicates a positive biodetection response. Surface-
mediated or interfacial polymerization with eosin has also been
used for islet cell encapsulation from cell membrane-embedded
eosin [5], for improving dispersion of silica nanoparticles [1] and for
polymer surface coatings of arterial tissues [24]. For the proposed
biodetection application it is desirable to achieve the highest
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polymer-based amplification, i.e. the thickest films possible from
the fewest number of initiators on the surface and the formation of
a visible polymer film from as few bioselectively coupled eosin
moieties as possible. This outcome should be achieved while
maintaining a dynamic response in thickness related to initiator
surface density to facilitate analyte quantification.

Eosin is a visible light initiator which is typically used with
a tertiary amine coinitiator such as methyldiethanolamine (MDEA).
MDEA reacts with the photoexcited triplet state of eosin to undergo
energy, charge, and electron transfer yielding a relatively stable
eosin radical and an MDEA radical capable of initiating polymeri-
zation. Although the initiating radical is on the non-tethered
coinitiator, the reaction is still considered surface-mediated since
initiating radicals are only generated in the vicinity of eosin which
is surface-tethered. Compared to UV initiators, visible light initia-
tors are desirable in applications that require larger cure depths and
in biological applications such as cell encapsulation where high
doses of UV will damage proteins and DNA.

Aqueous monomer formulations are requisite in biological
applications to maintain protein function, plus have the advantage
of using a non-toxic solvent. A commonly used aqueous monomer
formulation for use with eosin is PEGDA with a tertiary amine
coinitiator and vinyl pyrrolidone (VP) as an accelerant [5,6,25–27].
Cruise and Kizilel have reported changes in film thickness by
changing PEGDA, amine and VP concentrations; however, only up
to three eosin surface densities were investigated [5,6,27]. We
investigate changes to these factors across a wide range of eosin
surface densities. Another common formulation used with eosin for
the generation of holographic recording material is acrylamide
with a tertiary amine coinitiator [28,29]. Acrylamide has also been
used with ascorbic acid to initiate polymerization with eosin, and
this reaction is reported to be either insensitive to [1] or favored by
[30] oxygen. While not necessary, it would be beneficial for a bio-
detection platform to be resistant to oxygen inhibition. All of these
formulations were evaluated in regards to both their bulk and
surface-mediated polymer characteristics.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Epoxy-functionalized glass slides (SuperEpoxy 2), 2� Protein
Printing Buffer and solid printing pins were purchased from Tele-
chem International, Inc. Biotin-functionalized slides were purchased
from Xenopore Corp. Streptavidin, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
(PEGDA) (Mn¼ 575), 40% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide (19:1) in
water, 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone (VP), N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA),
and ascorbic acid were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. PEGDA was
purified twice using columns from Scientific Polymer Products that
remove MEHQ. Acrylamide was provided without inhibitor added.
Eosin isothiocyanate was purchased from Invitrogen. A Cy3 Scanner
Calibration slide was purchased from Full Moon BioSystems. Sili-
cone gasket material was purchased from Grace Bio-Labs. Water
was purified using a Milli-Q system.

2.2. Preparation of surfaces with eosin

2.2.1. Preparation and characterization of microarray surfaces
Streptavidin–eosin conjugate was prepared as described previ-

ously [10] by reacting eosin isothiocyanate with amines on the
protein’s surface. The conjugate was printed onto epoxy-function-
alized glass slides by a VersArray Chip Writer� Pro (Bio-Rad) with
a solid pin yielding spots of approximately 500 mm diameter. The
surface epoxy groups form a covalent linkage with amine and thiol
groups present on the protein. 9� 5 arrays of spots were prepared
containing five replicate spots of 8 decreasing eosin concentrations,
and a 9th row with no eosin that served as a negative control suitable
for evaluating non-specific polymerization. The highest print
concentrationwas 0.27 mg/mL streptavidin–eosin conjugate (12 mM
eosin, 1.3 eosin per streptavidin) in a final concentration of 1�
printing buffer. Lower print concentrations were prepared by serial
1:3 dilutions into 1� print buffer with unmodified streptavidin such
that all spots were printed with a total protein concentration of
0.27 mg/mL. Slides were printed with about 45% humidity and were
allowed to sit in humidity for 10 min after spotting was completed,
then were rinsed four times in water with rocking and finally were
dried with nitrogen air flow and stored in conditions that protected
from light exposure. Since eosin is a fluorophore, initiator surface
density was characterized with an Agilent Technologies Microarray
Scanner. A Cy3 Scanner Calibration slide was used to convert fluo-
rescence readings into surface density of fluorophores.

2.2.2. Preparation of surfaces for IR studies
Streptavidin–eosin conjugate at a concentration of 30 mg/mL in

PBS was incubated for 30 min with rocking on either biotin-func-
tionalized glass slides or epoxy-functionalized glass slides, followed
by four 10-min water rinses. Although streptavidin binds biotin
non-covalently, it binds with extremely high affinity (Kd¼ 10�15),
such that the reaction with biotin slides yields higher surface eosin
densities than the reaction with epoxy slides.

2.3. Polymerization procedures

2.3.1. Polymerization from microarrays
The Chip Clip System from Whatman was used to form wells

around each of the 2 arrays per slide, and 300 mL of monomer
mixture was added per well. During the 5 min prior to and
throughout the entire 30 min light exposure, the slides were placed
in a plastic bag with argon flow to reduce oxygen in the atmo-
sphere. The light source was an Acticure (Exfo) high pressure
mercury lamp with an in-house internal bandpass filter (350–
650 nm) and an external 490 nm longpass filter (Edmund Optics)
positioned at the end of a light guide and a collimating lens. The
light intensity was measured as 260 mW/cm2 using an Interna-
tional Light radiometer with no filter on the radiometer. After
polymerization, unreacted monomer was removed with three
5-min water rinses, followed by air drying. Each formulation
investigated was polymerized from at least three eosin arrays in
three separate polymerization sessions.

2.3.2. Real-time IR (RTIR) monitoring of polymerizations
A Nicolet Magna-IR 760 E.S.P. spectrometer adapted with a hori-

zontal sample holder was used to monitor polymerizations in real
time, tracking the peak centered at approximately 6175 cm�1. C]C
conversion was calculated by the change in peak area. Sample
chambers were prepared using binder clips to clamp two glass slides
on either side of a 1 mm silicone gasket cut to have a 2 cm� 1 cm
hole for monomer. Argon (or pure oxygen where indicated) was
bubbled through monomer for 20 min, then monomer was intro-
duced to the sample chamber with a syringe and needle. The same
light setup was used as described above, except the intensity was
540 mW/cm2. Each condition was tested in triplicate. In the case of
surface-mediated polymerization, the bottom slide of the sample
chamber comprised an eosin-coated slide. In solution-initiated
polymerizations, eosin isothiocyanate instead of eosin was used to
employ a dye as similar as possible to that present when the strep-
tavidin–eosin conjugate is used on the surface.

2.4. Characterization of microarray films

The thickness of the fully dehydrated polymer films grown from
microarray spots was measured using a Dektak 6M surface
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Fig. 1. Effect of varying the concentration of PEGDA, MDEA, and VP on film thickness.
Curves are fit to the data using the equation thickness¼ k� (density� b)a. (A) Vary
PEGDA concentration: 420 mM (A and ), 480 mM (, and ), and 1800 mM
(B and ); (B) vary MDEA concentration: 21 mM (B and ), 210 mM (A
and ), and 2100 mM (,); (C) vary VP concentration: no VP (B and ),
35 mM VP (A and ), and 350 mM VP (, and ). Unless otherwise indicated,
PEGDA is 420 mM, MDEA is 210 mM and VP is 35 mM, which is considered the stan-
dard formulation, represented in all cases by A and . Error bars represent the
standard error from five replicate spots on the array. No curve was fit to the 2100 mM
MDEA formulation because there were too few non-zero thicknesses.
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profilometer with 12.5 mM diameter tip and a stylus force of 1 mg.
Plots of film thickness versus eosin surface density were made and
the data were fit to the equation [thickness¼ k� (density� b)a]
using a least squares parameter estimation. This equation is
proposed because it incorporates the threshold behavior observed
and because it relates thickness to initiator surface density raised to
some power, which is an expected relationship since it is generally
observed that the polymerization rate scales with the initiation rate
to some power [31], that power classically being 0.5 under ideal
conditions. The purpose of the curve fit is primarily to guide the
eyes, as the calculated parameters do not reveal any obvious trends.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Variations to a PEGDA, MDEA, and vinyl pyrrolidone aqueous
formulation

3.1.1. Microarray results
Aqueous monomer formulations are used to form hydrogels for

a wide variety of applications including cell encapsulation [5,6],
biodetection [10,11,13,14], and electrophoresis [32]. Surface
modification of materials by photografted or polymerized hydro-
gels is also frequently used [1,4,10,11]. The standard formulation
used here contains 22% PEGDA (423 mM), 210 mM methyl-
diethanolamine (MDEA), and 35 mM 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone (VP) in
water, resembling similar formulations published by Cruise and by
Kizilel [5,6,25–27], except for the utilization of triethanolamine
instead of MDEA, and a pH of 8, instead of pH¼ 9. Cruise and Kizilel
varied the concentrations of PEGDA, VP and amine coinitiator by
two to fourfold and found that film thicknesses were changed by up
to twofold [5,6,27]. Additionally, Kizilel presents a model predicting
that differences in film thicknesses up to tenfold may be
observed for these same monomer formulations [27]. Our initial
trials revealed that twofold variations of any of the components had
little effect (data not shown), so larger variations in concentrations
were evaluated. The PEGDA concentration was increased two and
fourfold from the initial value, MDEA concentration was varied by
a factor of ten, and VP concentration was varied up by tenfold or
alternatively no VP was used. All formulations were adjusted to
pH¼ 9 using 1 N HCl or 1 N NaOH.

Surprisingly, this polymerization system is incredibly amenable
and robust in its response to drastic changes in the concentrations
of these components (Fig.1). All formulations grew polymer films at
high eosin surface densities. The thickest films were seen with the
1800 mM PEGDA formulation (a non-aqueous formulation) which
had films approaching 300 nm, compared to less than 200 nm for
the other concentrations. Unfortunately, 1800 mM PEGDA resulted
in reduced sensitivity, with a threshold eosin surface density of 33
eosins/mm2, while the standard formulation could generate visible
films from as few as 14 eosins/mm2 (Fig. 2). 420 mM and 840 mM
PEGDA formulations had very similar film thicknesses across all of
the eosin surface densities evaluated. Reducing MDEA by tenfold
resulted in thinner films and a higher threshold eosin surface
density, while increasing MDEA tenfold was the least favorable
condition of all, lacking consistent film growth until more than 180
eosins/mm2 were on the surface. While omitting VP resulted in
thinner films, increasing VP tenfold resulted in only slightly thinner
films, yet had the best sensitivity of all the formulations, with
a threshold eosin surface density of only 7 eosins/mm2.

In comparing our results with those published previously by
Cruise and Kizilel [5,6,27], a few important considerations should
be noted. Firstly, our gel thicknesses are measured after the
hydrogels have completely dried (this approach is necessary since
gels of 500 mm diameter dry very quickly when removed from
water). Conversely, Cruise measured swollen hydrogel thicknesses
and Kizilel does not specify whether the gels are hydrated. This
difference helps to explain why others report films on the order of
tens to hundreds of microns, while the films we measure are on the
order of tens to hundreds of nanometers. Also, the fact that we
measure dry film thicknesses may explain why tenfold adjustments
in MDEA and VP concentrations were required to see differences in
film thickness. It is possible that differences in film thicknesses may
be more pronounced in swollen gels, which are affected both by
crosslink density (which is a strong function of polymerization
conditions) and the amount of polymer present [33]. Another
important consideration is that these other results utilize only up to
three eosin surface densities whose values are not reported. In the
experiments presented here, a wide range of well-characterized
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Fig. 2. Minimum (threshold) surface density of eosin that consistently resulted in
visible polymer films. In all cases, the light intensity was 260 mW/cm2 light and the
exposure time was 30 min.
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Fig. 3. Effect of PEGDA, MDEA, and VP concentration on surface-mediated polymeri-
zation rate. (A) Compare PEGDA concentrations: 420 mM (1), 840 mM (2), 1800 mM
(3). (B) Compare MDEA concentrations: 21 mM (1), 210 mM (2), 2100 mM (3). (C)
Compare VP concentrations: 0 mM (1), 35 mM (2), 350 mM (3). Approximately 570
eosins/mm2 were present on the surface. Since PEGDA and VP double bonds have
different molar absorptivities, a minimum PEGDA double bond conversion is calculated
assuming that PEGDA and VP undergo only alternating polymerization until all the VP
is consumed.
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eosin surface densities are investigated. Since the observed trends
change with eosin surface density, surfaces prepared by different
methods, and thus at different densities, are likely to exhibit
varying trends.

Taking these considerations into account, comparisons can be
made between the data presented here and the results presented
by Cruise and Kizilel. Both Cruise and Kizilel find that film thickness
is increased by using a higher monomer concentration, which is in
agreement with our finding that 1800 mM PEGDA grows thicker
films than 420 mM and 840 mM PEGDA at high eosin surface
densities. Cruise finds that decreased VP results in thinner films,
while Kizilel predicts that increasing VP will decrease thickness. We
find that both increasing and decreasing VP may reduce film
thickness at high eosin surface densities, but that at low initiator
densities, the high VP condition yields polymer films when the
lower VP conditions do not. Finally, both Cruise and Kizilel find or
predict that increasing amine coinitiator concentration reduces
film thickness, while we report that both increasing and decreasing
MDEA can limit film thickness, depending on the remainder of the
formulation and initiation conditions.

3.1.2. RTIR surface-mediated polymerization results
To understand better the effect of PEGDA, MDEA, and VP

concentrations on surface-mediated polymerization with eosin, we
used real-time IR (RTIR) spectroscopy to monitor these polymeri-
zations. Since film thickness is dependent on the material mass
bound to the surface, we hypothesize that faster polymerization
rates and larger conversions observed by RTIR will correlate to
thicker films and lower threshold eosin surface densities in the
microarray format. The same formulations evaluated above were
injected into sample chambers comprised of streptavidin–eosin
bound to a biotin-coated glass slide, with a gasket spacer and an
unmodified glass slide placed on top to form a 1 cm� 2 cm� 1 mm
space within the gasket material for monomer. The sample
chamber was irradiated to initiate polymerization, while serial IR
measurements were taken. The slides prepared for these experi-
ments had 570 (�20) eosins/mm2. The hydrogels formed in these
chambers spanned the entire 1 mm width of the chamber (except
in the case of 1800 mM PEGDA). When the polymerization time is
reduced, the hydrated film thickness can be significantly less than
the maximum possible 1 mm. Control experiments were per-
formed to confirm that no polymerization occurs in the absence of
surface-bound eosin on these time scales.

Because polymerization rate scales with monomer concentra-
tion under ideal conditions, it is expected that doubling the
monomer concentration will approximately double the polymer-
ization rate, which agrees with the observations for 420 mM and
840 mM PEGDA (Fig. 3A). Surprisingly, with 1800 mM PEGDA
(non-aqueous) no polymerization is detected by IR. When these
samples were evaluated by profilometry, very thin films on the
order of 100 nm were found, indicating that polymerization did
occur, but could not be detected by IR because the polymer films
were too thin. It is likely that growth of a thick film from the
1800 mM PEGDA formulation is prevented by diffusion limitations.
As the polymer film becomes thicker, it becomes especially critical
for the initiating MDEA radical to be able to diffuse away from the
surface to react with free monomer. Due to the high viscosity of
PEGDA compared to water, the non-aqueous gel would greatly
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retard the diffusion of MDEA radicals compared to a hydrogel
environment. An additional plausible explanation is that exposure
of streptavidin to a non-aqueous environment may cause the
protein to rearrange such that its hydrophilic regions where eosin
modification has occurred are now buried within the protein’s
interior, sterically hindering interaction with the coinitiator and
ultimately reducing the initiation efficiency.

These hypotheses were further examined by RTIR monitoring of
polymerization from eosin versus streptavidin–eosin in solution
(not surface-mediated) (Fig. 4). As expected, polymerization with
unconjugated eosin results in an approximately doubled initial
polymerization rate as PEGDA is increased from 420 mM to 840 mM.
However,1800 mM PEGDAyields a much lower than expected initial
polymerization rate (about 600 M/min is expected, but we see only
200 M/min). This observation may be explained by diffusion limi-
tations of MDEA and eosin in the more viscous monomer formula-
tion. When looking at the effect of conjugating streptavidin to eosin,
we see a slight decrease in initial rates for the 420 mM and 840 mM
conditions, and a complete inhibition of polymerization in the
1800 mM condition. The more drastic inhibitory effect seen with
1800 mM PEGDA may be due to protein rearrangement in the non-
aqueous environment that causes eosin to become sterically inac-
cessible. Consequently, the results from both the surface-mediated
and the solution-based polymerizations are consistent with the
hypotheses of diffusion limitation and protein structure disruption
caused by the non-aqueous monomer formulation.

These RTIR results help to explain the high threshold initiator
densities required for microarray format polymerization with
1800 mM PEGDA. This non-aqueous formulation is likely causing
the surface-bound streptavidin to rearrange, resulting in fewer
eosin moieties actually being available to initiate polymerization.
The RTIR and microarray results for varying PEGDA concentrations
reveal an incongruous result in that the microarray films from the
420 mM and 840 mM PEGDA formulations have similar thick-
nesses, while RTIR indicates that the 840 mM condition polymer-
izes twice as quickly as the 420 mM condition. A possible
explanation is that the 840 mM sample may indeed bind more
material to the slide, yet form a higher density gel upon drying.

Consistent with the microarray results, both too much and too
little MDEA may result in decreased polymerization rates (Fig. 3B),
depending on the other initiation conditions. Since MDEA is
a component of the initiation mechanism, too little MDEA results in
decreased initiation rates. Additionally, MDEA can act as a chain
transfer agent, which, when present in an appropriate concentra-
tion, may help extend the kinetic chain development further into
the region of free monomer, enhancing film growth by helping to
overcome the transport limitations of long kinetic chains and the
more highly crosslinked polymer. Having too little MDEA may
hinder this phenomenon. At the highest MDEA concentration the
polymerization may be hindered by excessive chain transfer to the
point that network formation is slowed and termination becomes
more facile. Also, the excess MDEA radicals that would initiate
polymerization may actually start terminating kinetic chains as the
concentration of monomer decreases, a phenomenon referred to as
primary radical termination.

To analyze RTIR results for varying the VP concentration,
a minimum PEGDA concentration was calculated (Fig. 3C). The
molar absorptivity of the VP double bond at the peak area of
interest is approximately twice that of PEGDA, making it impossible
to distinguish which part of the peak area decrease is caused by
PEGDA versus VP, which becomes a significant concern when the
concentration of VP approaches that of PEGDA, as in the 350 mM VP
condition. It was found that under the polymerization conditions
we use, VP does not readily homopolymerize. Therefore, a minimum
PEGDA C]C conversion was calculated assuming that the
polymerization proceeds entirely in an alternating fashion until all
VP is consumed. This approach is additionally supported by the fact
that it has been proposed that VP accelerates acrylate polymeri-
zation by favorable heteropolymerization kinetics [34]. Further, the
molecular weight of VP is only 111, as compared to 575 for PEGDA,
indicating that the largest weight fraction of the polymer is PEGDA,
implying that this monomer contributes more to the polymer film
thickness than does VP. RTIR results indicate that the highest VP
(350 mM) condition yields the greatest minimum PEGDA conver-
sions, and that the 35 mM VP condition also out performs the no VP
condition at long reaction times (Fig. 3C), which is consistent with
the assertion that VP acts as an accelerant. The microarray and RTIR
data for VP are fairly consistent, with the no VP condition per-
forming poorly in both and the high VP yielding conversion
improvements in the RTIR format and better sensitivity in the
microarray format.

3.2. Comparison of PEGDA versus acrylamide

None of the variations to the standard PEGDA formulation was
able to yield both thicker films and a lower threshold eosin surface
density for visible film growth. Therefore, acrylamide was investi-
gated as an alternative aqueous monomer system that has a history
of use with eosin initiation systems predominantly in the formation
of holographic recording media [28,29]. Eosin microarrays were
reacted with a 40 wt% acrylamide formulation (5.2 M acrylamide
and 130 mM bisacrylamide in water with 210 mM MDEA and
35 mM VP) and compared to the standard 22% PEGDA formulation
(420 mM PEGDA, in water with 210 mM MDEA and 35 mM VP).
Fig. 5 demonstrates that the acrylamide formulation results in
thicker polymer films at all eosin surface densities tested, and that
the improvement in thickness ranges from four to eightfold
(maximum polymer thickness increased from 180 nm to 1420 nm).
In addition, higher sensitivity is achieved using acrylamide, with
a threshold eosin surface density of only 2.8 eosins/mm2, compared
to 14 eosins/mm2 for the PEGDA formulation and 7.3 eosins/mm2 for
the 350 mM VP condition which had the best sensitivity of all the
PEGDA formulations. Notably, two of the three acrylamide data
points near 200 eosin/mm2 do not follow the same trend as
the rest of the microarray data which was fit to the equation
[thickness¼ k� (density� b)a]. These two data points represent
experimental sets in which films greater than 1 mm were achie-
veddapproximately twice the thickness predicted by the equation
used for fitting. This break from the trend could indicate that at very
high eosin concentrations there is a fundamental difference in how
the polymerization proceeds.
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ness¼ k� (density� b)a. A and represent the standard PEGDA formulation
(420 mM PEGDA, 210 mM MDEA, and 35 mM VP). , and represent the acrylamide
formulation (5.2 M acrylamide, 130 mM bisacrylamide, 210 mM MEA, 35 mM VP). The
three acrylamide data points near 200 eosin/mm2 were not included in the curve fit,
because the equation appears to be inappropriate for that region of the data.
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Fig. 6. RTIR monitoring of surface-mediated polymerization. Comparison of the
standard PEGDA formulation (420 mM PEGDA, 210 mM MDEA, and 35 mM VP) (1) and
the acrylamide formulation (5.2 M acrylamide, 130 mM bisacrylamide, 210 mM MDEA,
35 mM VP) (2). Approximately 160 eosins/mm2 were present on the surface.

Table 1
Comparison of threshold eosin solution concentrations for 5% conversion by 20 min
with various monomer formulations and reaction conditions

Coinitiator Monomer
formulation

pH Argon Oxygen Threshold
eosin solution
concentration
(mM)

Double bond
conversion at
20 min

MDEA PEGDA 9 þ 0.03 0.22� 0.03
MDEA Acrylamide 9 þ 0.03 0.07� 0.01
Ascorbic

acid
Acrylamide 4 þ >30 0.02� 0.003

Ascorbic
acid

Acrylamide 4 þ 30 0.21� 0.07

None PEGDA 9 þ 3 0.05� 0.005
None Acrylamide 9 þ 3 0.06� 0.003
None Acrylamide 4 þ 30 0.25� 0.03
None Acrylamide 4 þ >30 0.00� 0.001

All formulations are in water and contain 35 mM VP. PEGDA, when used, is 420 mM.
Acrylamide, when used, is 5.2 M acrylamide and 130 mM bisacrylamide. MDEA and
ascorbic acid, when used, are 210 mM.
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RTIR was used to compare surface polymerization rates between
the acrylamide and PEGDA formulations. Streptavidin–eosin was
coated onto epoxy-functionalized glass (epoxy forming covalent
linkages with amines and thiols on the protein surface), then
reaction chambers were constructed as described above. Epoxy
slides were used here instead of biotin slides to achieve a lower
eosin surface density (160�10 fluors/mm2) so that a more stringent
comparison could be made. Fig. 6 demonstrates that acrylamide
polymerization has a smaller inhibition time before onset of poly-
merization and that it polymerizes faster, reaching a higher
conversion. Although acrylamide has a lower molecular weight
than PEGDA (71 versus 575), the acrylamide formulation is 40 wt%
in water, while PEGDA is only 22 wt% in water. This difference
implies that for equal monomer conversion, we would actually
expect more mass reacted to the surface in the acrylamide
formulation. Thus, the acrylamide formulation is clearly preferable
for growing thick films from surface-bound eosin. The low molec-
ular weight of acrylamide and the lower crosslinking content of this
monomer formulation likely favor its faster surface-mediated
polymerization. A less highly crosslinked gel may allow initiating
MDEA radicals to diffuse more readily throughout the growing film
to regions of higher monomer concentration.

3.3. Use of ascorbic acid as a coinitiator

Articles have been published concerning polymerization with
acrylamide using eosin and ascorbic acid instead of an amine coini-
tiator. This polymerization system has been reported to be either
insensitive to the presence of oxygen [1], or actually require oxygen to
proceed [30]. For a biodetection application, it would be desirable to
reduce oxygen inhibition so that the assay may be performed in the
absence of a purge gas. Therefore, we investigated using ascorbic acid
as a coinitiator in place of MDEA. Polymerization was attempted from
streptavidin–eosin microarray spots using 5.2 M acrylamide,130 mM
bisacrylamide, 210 mM ascorbic acid, and 35 mM VP (pH¼ 4) in
either an argon or an oxygen environment, but no visible polymer
films were generated, even from 280 eosins/mm2 spots. Additionally,
polymerization from biotin glass slides with streptavidin–eosin
attached (870� 40 eosin/mm2) were used in the RTIR polymerization
format with either argon or oxygen bubbled through the monomer,
yet no polymerization was detected by IR and no film was apparent.

To investigate further the lack of polymerization with this
formulation, RTIR was used to monitor polymerization using high
concentrations of eosin in solution (not surface initiated). Tenfold
differences in eosin concentration were tested to determine the
eosin concentration for which at least 5% or higher conversion
could be achieved by 20 min. The highest conversion achieved at
a concentration below the nominal cut-off was 2% which is difficult
to distinguish from instrument noise. Since some reports have
found that oxygen is required for polymerization in the ascorbic
acid system, we investigated bubbling oxygen versus argon through
the monomer formulations prior to polymerization. Threshold
eosin solution concentrations were also determined for each
formulation without any coinitiator added, since at very high eosin
concentrations, polymerization can be achieved in the absence of
any coinitiator as has been published previously [35].

Acrylamide with ascorbic acid and argon could not reach 5%
conversion even with 30 mM eosin, which was the highest
concentration investigated (Table 1). However, with oxygen
bubbled through the monomer instead of argon, 30 mM eosin
yielded 20% conversion at 20 min, thus reproducing the previous
report that oxygen helps to facilitate this polymerization system.
Interestingly, in the absence of coinitiator, acrylamide and argon at
pH 4 can yield a 24% conversion with 30 mM eosin, but adding
ascorbic acid under these anaerobic conditions inhibits polymeri-
zation. Therefore, we observe that ascorbic acid requires oxygen to
initiate polymerization and that in anaerobic conditions ascorbic
acid actually inhibits the polymerization. The lowest threshold
eosin solution concentration (0.03 mM) was achieved using MDEA
and argon with PEGDA or acrylamide (pH 9). The second best was
PEGDA or acrylamide without any coinitiator at pH 9 and with
argon, which was 100-fold less sensitive than their MDEA
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counterparts, yet still tenfold more sensitive than acrylamide with
ascorbic acid and oxygen. The fact that acrylamide with ascorbic
acid requires 1000 times more eosin to polymerize than PEGDA or
acrylamide with MDEA explains why no surface polymerization
was observed in the microarray format. Perhaps with higher eosin
surface density or longer reaction times, acrylamide with ascorbic
acid may be able to generate a surface-initiated film.
4. Summary and conclusions

40 wt% acrylamide with MDEA was found to generate four to
eightfold thicker films and form visible films from fivefold lower
eosin surface densities compared to a similar 22 wt% PEGDA
formulation. A reasonable dynamic response in film thickness from
changes in eosin surface density was observed. Variations to the
concentrations of PEGDA, VP and MDEA yielded more modest
improvements, with 1800 mM PEGDA producing a maximum
polymer thickness of 280 nm compared to only 180 nm for 420 mM
PEGDA. It was also seen that increasing VP from 35 mM to 350 mM
decreased the threshold eosin surface density for polymerization
down to 7.3 eosins/mm2 from 14 eosins/mm2. Polymerization of
acrylamide by eosin in solution with ascorbic acid as a coinitiator
was found to proceed only in the presence of oxygen, yet failed to
initiate polymerization from the eosin-coated surfaces, an outcome
that reflects the much higher threshold eosin concentration
required for polymerization with this formulation.

In situations where using a low initiator concentration is desir-
able (either in surface-mediated or non-surface-mediated poly-
merizations), a rapid comparison of various monomer formulations
may be made using a dilution series of initiator surface densities
prepared in a microarray format. This method rapidly revealed that
polymerization of acrylamide with ascorbic acid requires a much
higher eosin concentration than the other formulations investi-
gated. RTIR monitoring of surface-mediated polymerization
revealed interesting trends that helped explain the microarray
results; however, RTIR does not appear to be a reliable method to
predict which formulations will generate thicker films and have
lower threshold initiator densities in the microarray format.
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